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Scores from risk measures are a primary focus for scholars and forensic evaluators who attempt to
estimate sex–offender recidivism risk. But do they matter to the jurors who make decisions about sex
offenders in civil commitment trials? We surveyed jurors at the end of 26 sexually violent predator trials
to examine the relation between risk-measure scores reported at trial and jurors’ beliefs about the
likelihood that the respondent would commit a new sexual offense if released. Jurors’ perceptions of
respondents’ recidivism risk were not associated with respondents’ scores on the Static-99 (R. K. Hanson
& K. E. Thornton, 2000), Minnesota Sex Offender Screening Tool-Revised (D. L. Epperson, J. D. Kaul,
S. J. Huot, D. Hesselton, W. Alexander, & R. Goldman, 1998), or Hare’s Psychopathy Checklist-Revised
(R. D. Hare, 2003). Jurors viewed respondents as less likely to reoffend and were more skeptical about
the ability of experts to predict recidivism when an expert testified on behalf of the respondent. Findings
highlight the incongruence between recidivism research, which identifies risk-measure scores as the
strongest known predictors of sexual recidivism, and jury decision making.
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The United States government and twenty U.S. states have
enacted sexually violent predator (SVP) laws, which allow for the
civil commitment of certain sexual offenders once their prison
sentences expire. Although SVP laws vary from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction, all require four elements for commitment: (a) a history
of sexual offending, (b) a mental disorder or “abnormality,” (c)
impairment in the ability to control sexual behavior, and (d)
significant risk for future sexual offending (see Miller, Amenta, &
Conroy, 2005). Courts rely on mental-health experts to provide
information about mental disorder, ability to control behavior, and
risk for future sexual offending. Most mental-health professionals
who perform SVP evaluations use one or more risk-assessment
instruments to inform their decisions about the respondent’s risk
for future sexual offending (Jackson & Hess, 2007), and many
scholars consider it unethical to offer opinions about risk without
using these measures (Janus & Prentky, 2003).

Risk-Measure Scores in SVP Hearings

Evaluators use risk measures because research consistently sup-
ports these instruments as predictors of recidivism (see Hanson &

Morton-Bourgon, 2009). For example, SVP evaluators in Texas,
the setting for this study, typically score offenders on the Static-99
(Hanson & Thornton, 2000), Minnesota Sex Offender Screening
Tool–Revised (MnSOST-R; Epperson, Kaul, Huot, Hesselton, Al-
exander, & Goldman, 1998), and Hare’s Psychopathy Checklist–
Revised (PCL-R; Hare, 2003). The Static-99 is the most frequently
used and studied instrument for predicting sexual recidivism, with
a mean predictive effect of d � .67 across 63 studies. Effects have
also been strong for the MnSOST-R (d � .76) across a smaller
subset of 12 studies (Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2009). Although
the PCL-R was not designed as a risk-assessment instrument,
Texas SVP evaluators are required to assess for psychopathy per
statute (Texas Health & Safety Code § 841.023), and SVP evalu-
ators in other states use the PCL-R as well (Jackson & Hess, 2007).
PCL-R scores moderately to strongly predict violent recidivism
among sexual offenders (d � .63, k � 10), although they are
somewhat less predictive of sexual recidivism (d � .40, k � 20;
Hawes, Boccaccini, & Murrie, 2012).

Despite the fact that predictive effects for scores on these
measures generally outperform unstructured clinical judgment
(Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2009) and other documented predic-
tors of sexual recidivism (Hanson & Bussiere, 1998; Hanson &
Morton-Bourgon, 2005), there is considerable debate about their
use in SVP cases. For example, debates surrounding the Static-99
and its revision, the Static-99R, have focused on issues ranging
from the potential impact of low recidivism base rates on the
predictive accuracy of Static-99 scores (Campbell & DeClue,
2010; Wilson & Looman, 2010; Wollert, 2006), to the appropriate
size of confidence intervals around prediction estimates (Hanson
& Howard, 2010; Hart, Michie, & Cooke, 2007), to uncertainty
concerning the appropriate normative group for score interpreta-
tion (Looman & Abracen, 2012; Sreenivasan, Weinberger, Fran-
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ces, & Cusworth-Walker, 2010). Critiques of the MnSOST-R have
generally focused on procedures used to develop the measure,
including the oversampling of recidivists and overprediction of
recidivism (Wollert, 2002; Vrieze & Grove, 2008). For the PCL-R,
researchers and evaluators have noted the relatively limited re-
search literature demonstrating a clear relation between PCL-R
scores and sexual offending, as well as low rater agreement for
PCL-R scores among sexual offenders in some field settings
(Campbell, 2007; Murrie, Boccaccini, Johnson, & Janke, 2008).

There are several possible explanations for the volume and
intensity of these debates about risk instruments, ranging from
concerns about the consequences of inaccurate predictions to dis-
agreement about the ethical use of test scores in clinical practice.
But underlying all of these discussions is an assumption that the
scores evaluators assign actually influence what happens to of-
fenders. In other words, evaluators and researchers debate the
specifics of these measures, at least in part, because they believe
that the scores matter to decision makers. In Campbell’s (2007)
words, the underlying concern is that risk-assessment instruments
may create an “impressive appearance of precision” (p. 114) that
can mislead judges and jurors when making decisions about sex
offenders.

Risk-Measure Scores Appear to Matter to
Administrators and Evaluators

Risk-measure scores do appear to influence administrative de-
cisions about offenders. Findings from several states indicate that
offenders referred for full SVP evaluations tend to have higher
risk-measure scores than those who are not referred, that mental-
health evaluators are more likely to conclude that an offender
meets criteria for civil commitment when risk scores are high, and
that attorneys are more likely to select cases for trial when risk-
measure scores are high (see Boccaccini, Murrie, Caperton, &
Hawes, 2009; Levenson, 2004; Murrie, Boccaccini, Rufino, &
Caperton, 2012). These findings suggest that risk-measure scores
play a role in determining whom judges and jurors eventually see
at trial. But it is not clear whether risk-measure scores also influ-
ence judges’ and jurors’ ultimate commitment decisions.

Risk Scores May Not Matter to Jurors

Findings from a small, but growing body of mock-jury research
suggest that risk-measure scores may have little influence on
judges’ and jurors’ perceptions of SVP respondents. Despite the
empirical support for risk measures, research suggests that mock
jurors asked to make decisions in SVP cases are more likely to be
influenced by testimony based on clinical judgment than by testi-
mony based on findings from risk-assessment instruments (see,
e.g., Krauss, McCabe, & Lieberman, 2012; McCabe, Krauss, &
Lieberman, 2010; cf. Guy & Edens, 2003). Moreover, studies
using community members as mock SVP jurors have found that
mock jurors do not perceive actuarial testimony to be any more
scientific than clinical testimony (Krauss et al., 2012; McCabe et
al., 2010).

The extent to which these mock-jury findings apply to actual
SVP hearings is not clear. Although some of these studies asked
jurors to respond to relatively brief written vignettes (Lieberman &
Krauss, 2009), others used videotaped trial reenactments with

experienced SVP attorneys and expert witnesses (Krauss et al.,
2012). The relatively consistent finding that mock jurors are more
heavily influenced by clinical than actuarial testimony in SVP and
other types of trials (e.g., capital-case sentencing, Krauss & Sales,
2001) suggests that this pattern of findings may well generalize to
actual trials. At the same time, no mock-jury study, no matter how
realistic, replicates the experience of an actual trial, in which jurors
know that they are making a potentially life-changing decision
about a real person. It may be that real jurors, making decisions
about actual offenders, are motivated to think carefully about
risk-assessment results and use them when making decisions.
Research does suggest that mock jurors who are motivated to be
rational and analytic are more heavily influenced by testimony
based on risk-measure scores than clinical judgment (Lieberman &
Krauss, 2009; Lieberman, Krauss, Kyger, & Lehoux, 2007; cf.
Krauss et al., 2012). Perhaps real jurors adopt this type of rational
mindset and carefully consider risk-assessment results when mak-
ing decisions.

Current Study

In the current study, we surveyed actual jurors at the conclusion
of 26 actual SVP trials to gather information about their percep-
tions of the respondents’ risk of reoffending. We also collected
Static-99, MnSOST-R, and PCL-R scores assigned by experts in
these cases so that we could examine whether jurors’ believed that
respondents with higher risk-measure scores were at a higher risk
for reoffending. We also asked jurors to report how difficult it was
for them to come to an ultimate decision in these cases. If jurors
were strongly influenced by risk-measure scores, we would expect
them to report that respondents with higher scores were more
likely to reoffend and that it was easier to come to a decision when
risk-measure scores were high (i.e., when risk scores were consis-
tent with their ultimate decisions for commitment).

Although the primary focus of this study was on risk-measure
scores, we also examined whether other offender, juror, and case
characteristics were associated with perceived risk and decision
difficulty. These characteristics included victim type (adult vs.
child), juror demographics (sex, age), and the presence of expert
and character witnesses testifying on behalf of the respondent.
Mock-jury research suggests that female jurors may tend to view
SVP respondents more negatively than male jurors (Krauss et al.,
2012; Lieberman et al., 2007; McCabe et al., 2010), and that jurors
may view respondents who offended against children more nega-
tively than those who offended against adults (Guy & Edens, 2006;
Scott, Gilcrist, Thurston, & Huss, 2010; Woods, 2009). To help
gauge the effectiveness of respondent experts, we asked jurors to
report how well they thought mental-health experts could predict
recidivism. Because respondent experts often talk about the limi-
tations of risk-measure scores, we might expect jurors to be more
skeptical of mental-health experts’ ability to predict recidivism
when an expert testifies on behalf of the respondent.

Access to actual SVP jurors provided a unique opportunity to
examine the role of risk-measure scores in actual SVP trials.
Although studying jurors from actual SVP hearings does not allow
us to use experimental manipulation or identify cause and effect
relations, it does allow us to examine risk-measure scores in the
most ecologically valid context possible. Understanding other
high-stakes trials that involve mental-health experts—such as cap-
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ital proceedings—has also required a blend of experimental stud-
ies of mock jurors (Krauss & Sales, 2001) and field studies of
actual jurors (Sundby, 1997). If we were to find that risk-measure
scores were not associated with jurors’ perceptions of respondent
risk, it would support the generalizability of mock-jury findings,
and underscore the need for expert testimony to better convey the
rationale and value of actuarial risk measures. If we were to find
that risk-measure scores were associated with jurors’ perceptions
of risk, it would suggest that mock-jury studies may not fully
capture the decision-making processes of actual jurors and it
would reinforce the need to ensure that experts are using the best
available measures and using them appropriately.

Method

Participants

Participants were actual jurors from 26 SVP civil commitment
hearings held in Montgomery County, Texas, the single location
for all SVP hearings in the state of Texas. These hearings were
held between May of 2007 and August of 2009. All but one of the
hearings ended in commitment, with the other ending in a hung
jury (that respondent was eventually committed in a subsequent
hearing after data collection was complete). This high rate of
commitment is consistent with the overall pattern of SVP hearing
outcomes in Texas. Only one SVP hearing has ever ended with the
jury unanimously agreeing that the respondent did not qualify for
commitment.

Of the 312 jurors who deliberated to verdicts, 299 (95.8%)
participated in the study.1 Of these 299 participants, 156 (52.2%)
were women, 141 (47.2%) were men, and two did not provide
information about their sex. Most jurors identified themselves as
White/Caucasian (n � 271; 90.6%), and fewer identified them-
selves as Hispanic (n � 12; 4.0%), Black/African American (n �
11; 3.7%), or did not report their racial/ethnic background (n � 5;
1.7%). The mean age among jurors was 47.16 years (SD � 12.88).

Respondents

All of the 26 respondents (i.e., offenders) were men, who ranged
in age from 28 to 58 years (M � 45.11, SD � 8.27), with 11 (42%)
identified as White, nine (35%) as Black, and six (23%) as His-
panic. Most respondents (n � 22, 85%) had been convicted of
sexual offenses with female victims, and four (15%) had been
convicted of sexual offenses with male victims. With respect to
victim age, 12 (46.2%) respondents had child and adult victims,
seven (26.9%) had child victims only, and seven (26.9%) had adult
victims only.

Expert and Character Witnesses

The state called a doctoral-level psychologist as an expert in 25 of
the 26 hearings, and called two different psychologists in one of these
25 hearings. The state called a psychiatrist to testify in each of the 26
hearings. Thus, there were two state experts in 24 of the 26 hearings,
three state experts (two psychologists, one psychiatrist) in one hear-
ing, and only one state expert (psychiatrist) in the other hearing. It is
the state psychologist who typically scores and testifies about the
Static-99, MnSOST-R, and PCL-R. In the one hearing without a state

psychologist, the state introduced the risk-measure scores by admit-
ting the expert’s deposition and report into evidence, and the state
psychiatrist discussed the risk-measure scores during his testi-
mony. The respondent called an expert to testify in seven of 26
hearings, and called a character witness to testify about the re-
spondent in six of 26 hearings. There were 11 hearings in which
the respondent called an expert witness, a character witness, or
both types of witnesses to testify.

Measures

Risk-measures scores. Each respondent had been scored on
the Static-99, MnSOST-R, and PCL-R by a state-retained psychol-
ogist. The Static-99 (Hanson & Thornton, 2000) is a 10-item,
actuarial risk-assessment instrument designed to predict sexual
recidivism. Scores on the Static-99 can range from 0 to 12, with
higher scores indicating higher risk. Texas SVP evaluators as-
signed scores to items based on a review of the offender’s correc-
tional file and additional records provided by the State of Texas
Special Prosecution Unit, which is responsible for pursuing cases
for commitment. Static-99 items include: young age at release,
prior convictions for nonsexual violence, number of prior sentenc-
ing dates, history of offending against unrelated victims, history of
offending against male victims, and number of prior offenses.
Each of the items, except number of prior offenses, is scored as 1
(present) or 0 (absent). Scores on the prior offenses item can range
from 0 (none) to 3 (four or more convictions or six or more
charges).

The MnSOST-R is a16-item, actuarial risk-assessment instru-
ment that, like the Static-99, is scored based on a review of
correctional and offense records (Epperson et al., 1998). Scores on
the MnSOST-R can range from �14 to 31, with higher scores
indicating higher risk. Twelve of the MnSOST-R items assess
historical or static predictors of recidivism, such as the number of
sex offenses, offending in a public place, and use of force or threat
during the offense (see Epperson et al., 1998). Four items assess
institutional or dynamic predictors, such as receiving treatment
during incarceration and age at release. Item scores are based on
weights that vary from item to item. For example, disciplinary
history during incarceration is scored as 1 (present) or 0 (absent),
and length of sexual offending history is scored �1 (less than one
year), 3 (one to six years), or 0 (more than six years).

The PCL-R (Hare, 2003) is a 20-item measure of interper-
sonal, affective, and behavioral traits, which clinicians score on
the basis of an offender’s records and a clinical interview.
Clinicians score each item on a scale from 0 to 2, with higher
scores reflecting a higher level of the psychopathic trait. The
PCL-R Total score is based on the sum of the 20 items.
Clinicians can use subgroups of items to provide scores for two
factors and four facets; however, Texas SVP experts typically
do not report factor or facet scores in court. It is more common
for attorneys in Texas SVP hearings to ask experts to explain

1 Data for this study were collected as part of a larger, multistudy project
examining juror perceptions of expert testimony in Texas SVP trials
(Turner, Boccaccini, & Murrie, 2012; Turner et al., 2011). For example,
this same sample of jurors also answered a series of questions about the
extent to which potentially misleading predictors of reoffending (see Han-
son & Morton-Bourgon, 2005) influenced their SVP commitment deci-
sions.
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their reasons for assigning particular scores to specific items,
but we do not have information about item scores for respon-
dents in this study.

Perceived likelihood of reoffending, decision difficulty, and
experts’ ability to predict reoffending. When we designed this
study, we hoped to examine the relation between risk-measure
scores and commitment decisions. But because 25 of the 26 cases
ended in commitment (with one hung jury), we could not examine
this issue. In other words, there was too little variability in the
outcome we had intended to measure. Moreover, the judge did not
allow us to include any survey questions that asked about the
ultimate legal issue, such as questions asking jurors to rate the
extent to which they believed the respondent had a mental abnor-
mality or should be committed. We did, however, ask jurors to
provide a rating of the likelihood that the offender would commit
a sexual offense if released into the community. Specifically, we
asked: “If this respondent were released into the community with-
out any supervision, how likely is it that he would commit another
sexual offense in the first year after he was released?” (1 � not at
all likely, 6 � very likely).2 We also asked jurors to rate how
difficult it was for them to make a decision in the case (1 � not at
all difficult, 6 � very difficult). We used these ratings as outcome
measures in our analyses, to gauge the extent to which risk-
measure scores, juror demographics, and offense characteristics
were associated with negative perceptions (higher risk, less deci-
sion difficulty) of respondents. We also asked jurors to rate how
good they thought mental-health experts were at “predicting if
someone will commit a sexual offense in the future” (1 � not good
at all, 6 � very good). Ratings on this item were not the primary
focus of this study, as we had no clear reason to expect that jurors’
opinions about expert accuracy would depend on risk-measure
scores. We were, however, interested in learning if jurors were
more skeptical about experts’ ability to predict recidivism if a
psychologist testified on behalf of the respondent.

Procedure

The presiding judge allowed the research team to recruit partic-
ipants after the jurors deliberated and rendered their verdicts. At
the end of each hearing, the judge introduced the researcher to the
jurors and briefly explained the nature and purpose of the study.
He also explained that participation was voluntary. The judge then
excused the jury to the jury room. The researcher then entered the
jury room to explain the purpose of the study, provided informa-
tion needed to allow potential participants to provide informed
consent, and distributed a consent form and the study question-
naire.

Results

Risk-Measure Scores

Respondents’ scores ranged from 2 to 8 on the Static-99 (M �
5.08, SD � 1.26), 6 to 21 on the MnSOST-R (M � 10.65, SD �
4.00), and 12 to 35 on the PCL-R (M � 24.11, SD � 5.83). These
scores were, on average, relatively high. For example, the mean
Static-99 score in the most recent combined normative sample is
about 3.1 (Helmus, 2009), and the mean MnSOST-R score among
offenders is typically about 3.0 to 6.0 (see Bartosh, Garby, Lewis,

& Gray, 2003; Boccaccini et al., 2009). The mean PCL-R Total
score in our sample is, however, about the same as the mean score
among sex-offender samples described in the PCL-R manual (M �
24.2, Hare, 2003).

The relatively high Static-99 and MnSOST-R scores raise ques-
tions about the extent to which we should expect variability in
perceptions of risk to be explained by respondents having different
risk-measure scores. On the one hand, it is true that jurors were
rarely asked to make decisions about an offender with a “low”
score on one of these measures. Indeed, each MnSOST-R score
fell into either the moderate- (4 to 7; n � 8) or high-risk (8 to 31;
n � 18) range. For the Static-99, only one score fell into the
moderate–low range (2 to 3), whereas 16 fell into the moderate–
high range (4 to 5), and nine fell into the high range (6 to 12). On
the other hand, the fact that most scores were relatively high does
not necessarily mean that the expert’s interpretation would have
been similar for each score. For the MnSOST-R, experts should
have reported that the observed 6-year recidivism rate for
moderate-risk offenders in the normative sample was 26%, com-
pared with 73% for high-risk offenders (see Epperson et al., 2003).
The Static-99 manual used by evaluators during the time of this
study provided normative sample recidivism rates for individual
scores up through 5, with interpretation being identical for all
scores of 6 and higher. This means that experts should have
reported 5-year normative sample recidivism rates ranging from
9% to 39% for respondents in this study (see Harris, Phenix,
Hanson, & Thornton, 2003).

Finally, the moderate to high risk-measure scores in our Texas
sample are in line with those from civilly committed offenders in
other states (see McLawsen, Scalora, & Darrow, 2012). In other
words, these moderate to high scores appear to be representative of
scores that judges and jurors are going to hear in real SVP
hearings. If we want to understand the impact of risk-measure
scores in actual SVP hearings, we need to focus on differences in
perceptions of these moderate to high scores that are typical of
offenders pursued for commitment.

Overall Perceptions of Risk, Decision Difficulty, and
Expert Accuracy

Across cases, the mean rating on the 6-point perceived risk scale
was 5.31 (SD � .98), indicating that most jurors reported that
respondents were likely to reoffend in the next year. The mean
decision-difficulty rating was 1.97 (SD � 1.38), indicating that
most jurors reported that it was relatively easy for them to make a
decision. The mean expert-accuracy rating was 4.43 (SD � 1.04),
indicating that most jurors believed that mental-health experts
were fairly good at predicting recidivism. Data for the perceived-
risk and expert-accuracy ratings were negatively skewed (skew �
�1.68 and �.70, respectively), due to most jurors assigning high
ratings. We reflected scores for these items and used a log trans-
formation to reduce skewness in these data (skew � .78 and �.49,

2 We also asked jurors to report the number of years that needed to pass
before the offender could be released into the community without super-
vision, but only 63% of jurors reported a usable number, which we
considered insufficient for analysis.
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respectively).3 Data for the decision-difficulty item were positively
skewed (skew � 1.36, SE � .14), which we reduced using a log
transformation (skew � .77, SE � .14). Perceived risk ratings
were moderately correlated with decision-difficulty (r � �.34)
and expert-accuracy (r � .22) ratings, and there was a small
negative correlation (r � �.18) between ratings of decision diffi-
culty and expert accuracy.

Accounting for the Hierarchical Nature of Jury Data

Data for this study are nested, with jurors nested within hear-
ings. Each hearing focused on a different respondent, with a
different offense history, different risk-measure scores, evaluated
by different experts, and so forth. Because of this nesting, it seems
reasonable to expect ratings from jurors who served on the same
jury to be more similar to each other than ratings from jurors who
served on other juries. We used multilevel linear modeling (MLM)
to examine whether there was a significant amount of variation in
the three dependent measures (risk, difficulty, and expert-accuracy
ratings) attributable to jury groups. In other words, MLM allows us
to consider the extent to which the dependent-measure ratings
varied significantly from hearing to hearing and to explore reasons
for this variability (e.g., risk-measure scores). We used Hierarchi-
cal Linear Modeling 6.08 (Raudenbush, Bryk, & Congdon, 2004)
to conduct all MLM analyses.

We conducted MLM analyses separately for each of the three
dependent measures. We began by specifying a separate, uncondi-
tional random-effects model to examine whether there was a signif-
icant amount of variation in jurors’ ratings on each dependent mea-
sure attributable to jury groups. The proportion of total variance
attributable to jury groups is expressed in the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC), which can be tested for statistical significance.
Kreft and de Leeuw (1998) use ICC values of .01, .05, and .20 to
indicate small, medium, and large effects, respectively. ICC values
were medium in size and statistically significant for each of the three
dependent measures. For example, 11.1% of the variance (ICC � .11)
in perceived risk scores was attributable to differences among jury
groups (�2 � 60.81, p � .001). In other words, jurors from the same
hearing tended to view the respondent similarly to one another in
terms of risk, but somewhat differently than jurors from other hear-
ings. This finding indicates that it is not appropriate to treat jurors’
ratings on this measure as statistically independent from ratings made
by other jurors from the same hearing. This finding also indicates that
analyses examining differences in perceived risk ratings must include
jury group (i.e., hearing) in the model. ICC values were also moderate
in size for ratings of decision difficulty (ICC � .13, �2 � 69.14, p �
.001) and expert accuracy (ICC � .10, �2 � 58.11, p � .001).

One important implication of these statistically significant and
moderate-sized ICC values is that there is variability to be explained
in these dependent-measure ratings. In other words, although per-
ceived risk ratings were high across cases, they were not uniformly
high across cases, raising questions about whether risk-measure
scores or other juror or case characteristics can explain this variability.

Risk Scores as Predictors of Perceived Risk, Decision
Difficulty, and Expert Accuracy

We used two-level MLM models to examine the extent to which
risk-measure scores explained variability in ratings on the three

dependent measures. We examined one two-level model for each
dependent measure. The model included all three risk-measure
scores as potential fixed-effect predictors of the dependent mea-
sure.4 Table 1 summarizes findings from these analyses.

There was no evidence that risk-measure scores explained a
significant amount of variance in any of the jurors’ ratings (see
Table 1). Specifically, no risk-measure score was a significant
predictor of a dependent measure. Moreover, the ICC values for
these two-level MLM models were essentially unchanged from the
unconditional random-effects models, indicating that knowing re-
spondents’ risk-measure scores did not explain why some jury
groups assigned higher ratings on the dependent measures than
other jury groups.

There was no evidence that jurors’ ratings of perceived risk
increased as risk-measure scores increased. The positive slope
coefficients for the Static-99 and MnSOST-R indicate a trend
toward respondents with higher scores appearing to be at increased
risk, but these effects did not approach statistical significance (p �
.25). Similarly, the negative slope coefficients for risk-measure
scores predicting decision difficulty indicated a trend toward ju-
rors’ reporting less decision difficulty when risk-measure scores
were high, but, once again, these effects did not approach statis-
tical significance (p � .18).

Because experts often communicate risk-measure results using
both categorical (high vs. low risk) and numerical approaches, we
reran the analyses with risk-measure scores grouped into catego-
ries. There is some evidence that triers of fact prefer these cate-
gorical descriptors over numerical estimates (Kwartner, Lyons, &
Boccaccini, 2006), and it may be that they are influenced by these
categorical labels even if they are not influenced by numerical
scores. For each risk-measure score, we created a dummy-coded
variable indicating whether the respondent scored in the high-risk
range on the measure (coded 1) or a lower risk range (coded 0). As
described above, the relatively high-risk scores among respondents
did not allow for other grouping options. We used scores of 6 and
above to indicate high risk on the Static-99, scores of 8 and above
to indicate high risk on the MnSOST-R, and scores of 30 or above
to indicate high risk on the PCL-R.

There was no evidence that jurors’ ratings of perceived risk,
decision difficulty, or the ability of experts to predict recidivism
differed depending on whether or not the respondent scored in the
high-risk range on a risk measure. For example, an MLM model
using the three dummy-coded risk-measure predictors showed no
evidence that jurors viewed those with scores in the high-risk
range as more likely to reoffend than those with scores in lower
risk ranges: Static-99 (slope � .048, SE � .042, p � .27),
MnSOST-R (slope � .014, SE � .043, p � .75), and PCL-R
(slope � �.065, SE � .038, p � .10). Likewise, there were no
significant effects for ratings of decision difficulty: Static-99
(slope � �.004, SE � .050, p � .94), MnSOST-R (slope � .05,

3 Because the data for perceived-risk and expert-accuracy ratings were
reflected prior to being log transformed and analyzed, a positive coefficient
in any subsequent analyses would indicate a negative effect and vice versa
(see Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). For the analyses using reflected data, we
present positive coefficients as negative and negative coefficients as pos-
itive to facilitate appropriate interpretation.

4 Findings were similar when we examined effects for each risk measure
individually.
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SE � .041, p � .24), and PCL-R (slope � �.055, SE � .053, p �
.31), nor were there significant effects for ratings of expert accu-
racy: Static-99 (slope � .038, SE � .033, p � .26), MnSOST-R
(slope � .01, SE � .032, p � .76), and PCL-R (slope � �.008,
SE � .036, p � .83).

Finally, we examined whether there might be a cumulative
effect of risk-measure scores by examining whether the number of
these scores in the high-risk range predicted jurors ratings of
perceived risk, decision difficulty, and expert accuracy. For exam-
ple, it could be that jurors viewed respondents with three risk-
measure scores in the high-risk range as more likely to reoffend
than respondents with fewer scores in that range. There were four
respondents with no risk measure scores in the high risk range, 13
with one risk measure score score in the high risk range, seven
with two risk measure scores in the high risk range, and two with
three risk measure scores in the high risk range. Nevertheless,
MLM analyses revealed that there was no evidence for this type of
cumulative effect. An MLM model using the high-risk-count vari-
able showed no evidence that jurors’ ratings of perceived likeli-
hood of reoffending increased as the number of scores in the
high-risk range increased (slope � .007, SE � .021, p � .75).
Likewise, there was no evidence of a relation between the high-
risk-count variable and ratings of decision difficulty (slope �
�.003, SE � .027, p � .93) or expert accuracy (slope � �.009,
SE � .019, p � .62).

Case and Juror Characteristics as Predictors of
Perceived Risk, Decision Difficulty, and Expert
Accuracy

We used a separate set of MLM models to examine if factors
other than risk-measure scores were associated with jurors’ ratings
of perceived risk, decision difficulty, and expert accuracy. Specif-
ically, we examined effects for juror sex (0 � male, 1 � female)

and victim type (0 � no child victims, 1 � at least one child
victim), because mock-jury research suggests that female jurors
tend be more punitive toward SVP respondents than male jurors,
and that all jurors tend to be more punitive toward those who
offended against children (Lieberman et al., 2007; Krauss et al.,
2012; Scott et al., 2010). We also examined whether ratings
differed depending on the presence of a respondent expert and/or
character witness (1 � present, 0 � absent). We did not examine
the presence versus absence or number of state experts as a
predictor because there was almost no variability in the number of
state experts across hearings (i.e., there were exactly two state
experts in 24 of 26 hearings). Table 2 summarizes findings from
these models.

Neither juror sex nor victim age was a significant predictor of
perceived risk.5 Jurors did tend to view respondents as less likely
to reoffend when an expert or character witness testified on behalf
of the respondent, although these effects only approached statisti-
cal significance (p � .08 and .11, respectively). We reran the
risk-for-reoffending model using a combined respondent–witness
variable (presence of respondent expert or character witness), and
found that respondents were seen as significantly less likely to
reoffend if at least one witness testified on their behalf (slope
coefficient � �.087, SE � .031, p � .01). No case or juror
characteristic was associated with jurors’ reports of how difficult it
was for them to make a decision in the case.

Findings from the perceived expert-accuracy model (see Table
2) indicated that jurors were more skeptical of experts’ ability to
predict future offending when an expert testified on behalf of the
respondent (p � .007). The other statistically significant effect in
this model indicated that male jurors reported more skepticism
than female jurors about the ability of experts to predict future
offending (p � .004).

Although the presence of a respondent expert witness and juror
sex accounted for a significant amount of variability in one or
more of the dependent measures, it is important to note that the
moderate-sized and statistically significant ICC values from these
models (see Table 2) indicate that there was still a noteworthy
amount of variability attributable to differences among jury
groups. In other words, although these predictors explain some of
the variability in jurors’ ratings, we could not account for much of
the variability in these ratings. The jury groups still differed in
their reports of respondent risk, decision difficulty, and expert
accuracy, even after accounting for the presence of expert and/or
character witnesses and juror sex.

Respondent Experts and Risk-Measure Scores

Our finding that jurors were more likely to question the ability of
experts to predict recidivism after hearing from a respondent expert
raises questions about whether the relation between risk-measure
scores and perceived likelihood of recidivism depends on whether
jurors hear testimony from a respondent expert. For example, it may
be that jurors who hear from state experts only are influenced by

5 There was no evidence of an interaction between juror sex and victim
age. Slope coefficients for the relation between victim age and perceived
likelihood of reoffending were small and not large enough to reach statis-
tical significance for female (slope � .053, SE � .050, p � .31) and male
(slope � .010, SE � .043, p � .82) jurors.

Table 1
Summary of Multilevel Linear Models Examining Relation
Between Risk-Measure Scores and Perceptions of Respondent
Risk, Decision Difficulty, and Expert Accuracy

Outcome/Fixed
effect

Slope
coefficient SE t(22) p ICC

Perceived risk .11���

Intercept .173��� .018 9.71 �.001
Static-99 .017 .015 1.15 .26
MnSOST-R .005 .004 1.06 .30
PCL-R �.002 .003 �0.52 .61

Decision difficulty .14���

Intercept .210��� .022 9.57 �.001
Static-99 �.007 .020 �0.37 .71
MnSOST-R �.009 .006 �1.39 .18
PCL-R �.001 .004 �0.24 .82

Expert accuracy .11���

Intercept .371��� .015 24.86 �.001
Static-99 �.002 .013 �0.17 .86
MnSOST-R �.001 .003 �0.33 .74
PCL-R .001 .002 0.23 .82

Note. ICC � intraclass correlation coefficient, which is the proportion of
variance in ratings still attributable to differences among jury groups after
variance due to fixed effects is taken into account.
��� p � .001.
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risk-measure scores, whereas those who hear from both state and
respondent experts are not (i.e., because they are more likely to
question the ability of experts to predict reoffending). We conducted
a series of MLM analyses examining whether the relation between
risk-measure scores and perceived likelihood of reoffending de-
pended on whether jurors heard testimony from a respondent
expert. Specifically, we examined whether there was a two-way
interaction between risk-measure score and the presence versus
absence of a respondent expert. We examined three MLM models,
one for each risk measure. None of the interaction terms ap-
proached statistical significance (slope coefficients � .030, ps �
.40). We also examined whether there was a two-way interaction
between risk-measure score and the presence versus absence of a
respondent expert on ratings of perceived expert accuracy. Again,
none of the interaction terms approached statistical significance
(slope coefficients � .018, ps � .12).

Discussion

Despite great academic emphasis on risk measures—and ongo-
ing debates about the value, accuracy, and utility of risk-measure
scores reported in SVP hearings—our findings suggest these risk-
measure scores may have little impact on jurors in actual SVP
hearings. Jurors and jury groups differed in the extent to which
they viewed respondents as likely to reoffend, but knowing re-
spondents’ Static-99, MnSOST-R, and PCL-R scores did not help
us explain when jurors would view them as at a higher or lower
risk to reoffend. Jurors and jury groups also differed in the extent
to which they reported difficulty in making decisions in these
cases, but, again, knowing respondents’ Static-99, MnSOST-R,

and PCL-R scores did not help us explain when jurors reported
more or less difficulty. In other words, there was no evidence that
SVP jurors were swayed by risk measures’ “impressive appear-
ance of precision” (Campbell, 2007, p. 114). Indeed, we could find
no evidence that jurors were swayed by risk measures at all.

Possible Explanations for Risk Scores Not Mattering

Why might results from well-researched risk measures appar-
ently matter little to jurors? One possibility is that jurors viewed all
risk scores as indicating that the respondents were “dangerous
enough” to require commitment, so that the specific values of the
risk scores did not matter. Indeed, the jurors unanimously agreed
that 25 of the 26 respondents qualified for commitment. Certainly
no respondent had scores so low that they appeared to suggest no
risk to jurors, and perhaps jurors viewed even moderately low
scores (e.g., a Static-99 score of 2) as indicating high enough risk
for commitment. Support for this hypothesis comes from a study
with a different sample of Texas SVP jurors, in which researchers
asked jurors to report (separately) whether a 1%, 15%, 25%, 50%,
and 75% chance of recidivism indicated that the offender was
“likely” to reoffend (Turner, Wevodau, Boccaccini, & Murrie,
2011). Texas SVP jurors are asked to consider if respondents are
“likely” to reoffend, but courts have not defined “likely” with any
specific numerical value. More than half of the jurors (54%)
reported that a 1% chance of recidivism indicated that the offender
was likely to reoffend, and most (82%) reported that a 15% chance
of recidivism meant the offender was likely to reoffend. These
findings suggest that most jurors in the current study would have
perceived nearly all of the Static-99 and MnSOST-R scores re-
ported in Texas SVP hearings as indicating that the respondent was
likely (or likely enough) to reoffend, assuming that the experts
reported normative-sample recidivism rates from the then-current
Static-99 (Harris et al., 2003) and MnSOST-R (Epperson et al.,
2003) manuals.

If true, this would suggest that jurors are likely to perceive most
of the offenders who are eligible for SVP commitment (i.e., repeat
offenders) as warranting commitment. Indeed, about half of the
jurors in the Turner et al. (2011) study appeared to perceive all
offenders with any probability of reoffending as warranting com-
mitment, and most others seem willing to consider only those with
low scores (i.e., scores that suggest less than 15% probability of
recidivism) as not likely to reoffend. At the same time, few
respondents who appear in SVP trials would have risk-measure
scores low enough to merit these types of low-recidivism estimates
from experts (see McLawsen et al., 2012). Thus, perhaps anything
other than no risk is sufficiently high risk for jurors to favor
commitment.

Another possible explanation for our findings is that jurors
simply see risk-measure scores as relatively unimportant in their
decision-making process, at least in comparison to all of the other
information presented in court (e.g., offense details, offending
history). Again, mock-jury research suggests that jurors are less
likely to be influenced by risk-measure score testimony than other
forms of mental-health testimony (Krauss et al., 2012; McCabe et
al., 2010; cf. Guy & Edens, 2003). Additional findings from these
studies also suggest that mock jurors report being influenced by
factors other than expert testimony, especially offense character-
istics. For example, researchers in two of these studies asked mock

Table 2
Summary of Multilevel Linear Models Examining Relation
Between Case Characteristics and Perceptions of Respondent
Risk, Decision Difficulty, and Expert Accuracy

Outcome/Fixed effect
Slope

coefficient SE t p ICC

Perceived risk .10��

Intercept .182��� .037 5.25 �.001
Child victim .038 .034 1.10 .28
Respondent expert �.065 .035 1.86 .08
Character witness �.061 .037 1.66 .11
Juror sex .025 .021 1.22 .23

Decision difficulty .15���

Intercept .178�� .041 4.32 .002
Child victim .027 .049 0.55 .59
Respondent expert �.005 .055 �0.08 .94
Character witness .052 .058 0.90 .38
Juror sex �.001 .029 �0.10 .99

Expert accuracy .05�

Intercept .350��� .027 12.80 �.001
Child victim �.039 .028 �1.40 .18
Respondent expert �.088�� .029 �3.04 .007
Respondent character �.006 .030 �0.19 .85
Juror sex .064�� .022 2.93 .004

Note. ICC � intraclass correlation coefficient, which is the proportion of
variance in ratings still attributable to differences among jury groups after
variance due to fixed effects is taken into account. Child victim, respondent
expert, and character witness are level 2 dummy coded variables (0 � no,
1 � yes).
� p � .05. �� p � .01. ��� p � .001.
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jurors to quantify the weight they placed on the respondent’s past
offenses, most recent offense, and expert testimony (Krauss et al.,
2012; Lieberman et al., 2007). In both studies, jurors placed about
65% of the weight on past or recent offenses, and only 35% on
expert testimony. These findings are consistent with those from a
related online survey, in which participants were asked to rate the
extent to which 20 different offender and offense characteristics
indicated a high risk for a sexual reoffending (Scott et al., 2010).
These participants rated a history of sexual violence as the single
most important predictor of future sexual offending and they also
gave high ratings to the offender using force during the offense and
having committed violent acts in the past.

A third possible explanation is that risk-measure scores were not
particularly important to jurors because risk of recidivism, itself,
was not particularly important to jurors. Although SVP laws are
ostensibly designed to provide treatment and protect the public,
experimental research suggests that many mock jurors make civil-
commitment decisions based more on retributive motives—that is,
the desire to punish sexual offenses—than the utilitarian goal of
protecting the public. Particularly when a sex offender’s original
punishment did not appear sufficient to them, laypersons recom-
mended civil commitment in a manner that seemed more congru-
ent with punishment than public protection (Carlsmith, Monahan,
& Evans, 2007). Jurors who adopt this mindset may spend little
time thinking about risk-measure scores.

Finally, it is possible that risk-measure scores do matter to SVP
jurors, but only in some cases. For example, attorneys or experts
may have placed more emphasis on risk-measure scores in some
cases than others, so jurors may have perceived them as more
important in some cases than others. The data available for this
study do not allow us to examine this possibility. It could also be
that a relation between risk-measure scores and juror opinions is
only evident if we consider trials in which jurors unanimously
agree to vote against commitment. But one important limitation of
this study is that none of the hearings in our study ended with the
jury unanimously agreeing that the respondent did not meet criteria
for commitment.

Of course, none of these explanations are mutually exclusive;
indeed, they are probably complementary. Jurors who hear com-
pelling accounts of a respondent’s severe offense history are
understandably influenced by these accounts, and prior sexual
offending is a well-documented predictor of future offending
(Hanson & Bussiere, 1998). Jurors may be so inclined to punish
the respondent—regardless of whether or not they consciously
recognize this motive—that any level of perceived risk appears
sufficient to justify civil commitment (see Carlsmith et al., 2007;
Carlsmith & Simester, 2006). As a result, jurors may spend little
time thinking about what risk-measure scores mean for prediction
if they already believe that anyone convicted of a violent sexual
offense is likely to reoffend and must be punished. It is possible
that attorneys and experts in some cases emphasize risk-measure
results to the extent that jurors do view them as relatively impor-
tant, although neither our study nor mock-jury research has been
able to identify cases in which this occurs.

What Did Matter?

Although mock-jury research suggested that perceptions of re-
spondent risk might vary depending on juror and victim charac-

teristics (Krauss et al., 2012; Lieberman et al., 2007; Scott et al.,
2010), these characteristics did not explain much variability in
jurors’ ratings of respondent risk, decision difficulty, and expert
accuracy. The most consistent predictor of jurors’ ratings was
whether or not a witness—particularly an expert witness—testified
on behalf of the respondent. There were seven hearings in which
an expert testified on behalf of the respondent, and respondents in
these hearings were seen as less likely to reoffend than other
respondents. Of course, respondent witnesses were not randomly
assigned to cases. It is possible that respondents’ counsel sought an
expert witness in each case, but could not find one who disagreed
with the state experts in most of the cases (i.e., 19 of 26). Thus, the
reduced ratings of perceived risk associated with the presence of a
defense expert may be due to nonrandom selection (e.g., those
offenders were truly less likely to reoffend) as opposed to these
defense experts’ influencing jurors. However, the finding that
jurors viewed experts as less accurate at predicting recidivism
when a respondent expert testified suggests that the reduced-risk
ratings in hearings with a respondent expert may indeed be due, at
least in part, to the influence of expert testimony, as opposed to
nonrandom selection.

From a defense perspective, one of the main benefits of having
an expert testify is simply to cast doubt on the testimony from the
state’s expert witness. Our findings suggest that the use of respon-
dent experts may have led to what researchers have described as a
“skepticism effect,” with jurors who hear testimony from opposing
experts becoming skeptical of testimony from all experts (Levett &
Kovera, 2008, p. 310) and skeptical of the general acceptance of
the research underlying the expert’s testimony (Levett & Kovera,
2009). Consistent with these findings, our jurors were more skep-
tical of experts’ (no side specified) ability to predict recidivism
when they heard testimony from opposing experts as opposed to a
state expert only.

Although our findings suggest that the use of a respondent
expert might mitigate jurors’ perceptions of risk, state experts
outnumbered respondent experts in every hearing, raising ques-
tions about the extent to which the balance of state and respondent
experts may be responsible for some of our findings. There were
two or more state experts in 25 of the 26 hearings, and there was
never more than one respondent expert. Jurors may have been even
more skeptical of the ability of experts to predict recidivism if the
respondent had called multiple experts in these cases. One limita-
tion of this study is that we did not ask jurors to make separate
ratings of how well state and respondent experts were able to
predict recidivism. It could be that the single overall rating actually
masks a stronger pattern of influence. It could be that the presence
of a respondent expert leads to lower ratings of the ability of state
experts to predict recidivism, but increased ratings of the ability to
respondent experts to predict recidivism. This type of pattern may
then change as the balance of state and respondent experts
changes.

Implications

Despite concerns in the literature, we could find no evidence
that Texas SVP juror opinions of an offender’s risk were
influenced, let alone overwhelmed, by risk scores. Risk scores
appear to influence decisions at each stage leading up to an SVP
trial, including correctional decisions to refer an offender for
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consideration and prosecutorial decisions to take an offender to
trial (see, e.g., Boccaccini et al., 2009). But the influence of risk
scores appears to end at the point when laypersons make deci-
sions about civilly committing a select subgroup of sexual
offenders. Of course, SVP statutes require jurors to make de-
cisions based on issues beyond reoffense risk alone (i.e., men-
tal/ behavioral abnormality, and volitional control), so experts
usually address issues beyond risk alone. In this respect, it
appears inevitable that factors other than risk estimates influ-
ence juror decisions. Furthermore, any system that entrusts
jurors to make the ultimate legal decisions about commitment—
which inevitably involve moral and philosophical judgments—
must accept that their decisions will not perfectly follow a
scientific model for risk assessment.

Nevertheless, all SVP statutes are clear in suggesting that risk
for reoffense should play some role in the legal decisions about
commitment. Thus our results, like those from mock-jury research
(e.g., Krauss et al., 2012), are worrisome, having demonstrated
such a significant gap between what research suggests is most
relevant to reoffense and what jurors apparently perceive is most
relevant to reoffense. This does not mean that experts should
abandon discussing empirical approaches to assessing risk, of
course. But it may suggest that experts need to do much more to
clarify the limits of unstructured clinical judgment (e.g., Hanson &
Morton-Bourgon, 2009) and the rationale for empirical ap-
proaches.

The field of risk assessment has vigorous debates about the
merits and details of actuarial instruments (e.g., Campbell,
2007; Campbell & DeClue, 2010). Much of this discussion is
worthwhile and important for developing sound science and
practice. But our results suggest that these discussions should
be infused with more attention to how consumers of risk com-
munication (i.e., jurors, judges, administrators) are going to use
the results of risk instruments. To the extent that results from
risk measures should inform legal decisions, the field requires
similarly vigorous efforts to identify how risk-measure results
can be communicated in ways that are accessible and useful to
decision makers who are presented with lengthy risk, diagnos-
tic, clinical, and other forms of mental-health testimony. Al-
though researchers have studied decision makers’ responses to
different types of risk-communication messages (e.g., Kwartner
et al., 2006; Monahan & Silver, 2003), they have done so
without considering the impact of risk-communication mes-
sages when used in combination with other types of information
available to decision makers (e.g., diagnosis, offense details).
Those who favor the continued use of risk-assessment measures
in trials should work to identify methods for encouraging judges
and jurors to understand the relevance of scores on these
measures.

Limitations

Although this study took the important step of examining real
SVP jurors, it is limited in that it only examined jurors from one
state who made SVP commitment decisions about sex offenders.
We do not know how well results generalize to other types of cases
in which jurors hear information about risk-measure results, or to
SVP jurors from states with more variability in commitment de-
cisions (recall that almost all Texas SVP trials have ended in a

decision to civilly commit the respondent). Although it is impor-
tant to understand whether jurors view respondents with higher
risk scores as more likely to reoffend than those with lower scores,
it is arguably more important to understand whether risk-measure
scores are associated with jurors’ ultimate commitment decisions.
We had planned to examine the relation between risk-measure
scores and hearing outcomes, but were not able to do so because
all but one case in our study ended with the jury unanimously
agreeing that the respondent met criteria for commitment.

We also do not know how well results generalize to states that
have more clearly operationalized the concept of “likely to reoff-
end,” by identifying a specific probability value that should define
“likely.” Perhaps actuarial risk estimates are more influential in
states that require more precise scrutiny of recidivism risk. For
example, Iowa Code § 229.A.2 (4) (2009) explains, “’Likely to
engage in predatory acts of sexual violence’ means that the person
more likely than not will engage in acts of a sexually violent
nature,” which seems to convey a clear threshold of � 50%
recidivism risk. It will also be especially important to examine how
well these findings from jurors (i.e., laypersons who probably have
little prior experience with the issues litigated in SVP proceedings)
generalize to judges, who make most or all SVP commitment
decisions in some states (e.g., Minnesota, New Jersey; Minn. Stat.
§ 253B.185 (4) (2012) N.J. Stat. § 30:4-27.32 [LexisNexis 2012]).

Another limitation is that we were able to collect only limited
information about jurors and the testimony they heard in court.
Although we conducted several sets of analyses to examine
whether risk scores may have mattered to some jurors more than
others, or to jurors in some cases compared with others, these
analyses were limited to the relatively small number of variables
available for analysis. For example, we did not include a measure
of how motivated jurors may have been to process information
rationally, which could have helped to identify jurors who were
more likely to be influenced by actuarial testimony (see Lieberman
& Krauss, 2009). We did not collect information about the extent
to which jurors attended to risk-measure testimony. It could be that
some jurors attended to risk-measure testimony, whereas others
(perhaps most) did not. Similarly, we do not have information
about the extent to which experts may have emphasized or down-
played risk-measure scores in specific cases, or whether some
experts provide more understandable testimony about risk scores
than others.

A final limitation is that two of the three risk measures that
experts used in this study (Static-99, MnSOST-R) have been
revised (e.g., Static-99R; Helmus, Thornton, Hanson, & Babch-
ishin, 2012). Because normative-sample recidivism rates for these
revised measures are somewhat lower than those from the original
measures, it is possible that scores from the revised measures will
have more influence on jurors than those from the original mea-
sures. Experts who use the revised measures will report lower
normative-sample recidivism rates than experts in this study, and
it could be that some of these rates are low enough that jurors are
willing to view respondents as relatively unlikely to reoffend. As
of the writing of this article, the change from Static-99 to the
Static-99R has not led to a change in the pattern of SVP commit-
ments in Texas, but it is possible that this change has led to more
variability in perceptions of how likely some respondents are to
reoffend.
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Conclusion

Our findings are provocative in suggesting that SVP jurors’
perceptions of recidivism risk were not influenced by offenders’
Static-99, MnSOST-R, or PCL-R scores. Some critics of these
measures may find reassurance in our results, but those who
develop and use these measures are likely to feel somewhat frus-
trated. We did find that jurors’ perceptions of recidivism risk
varied from hearing to hearing, which implies that something
influenced their opinions of recidivism risk. Although our findings
did not clarify what jurors’ attend to when forming opinions about
recidivism risk, they do suggest that jurors are not attending
(much) to risk-measure scores, which are the strongest known
predictors of recidivism risk (Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2009).
Those who favor the use of risk-assessment measures should view
these findings as a challenge to identify risk-communication strat-
egies that are accessible and influential to decision makers.
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